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The multimedia show – an art experiment 

Notes from the diary 

 

The art experiment at Wissahickon High School in Philadelphia is a further experiment in weaving at 

the loom of life and creativity. The high school is known to be pioneering and creative, particularly as 

regards its Video and Communication Department, which runs a class that produces daily video 

information for the whole school. One purpose of this class and program is to teach students how 

easily people can be manipulated by TV and misleading information. 

 

As I am interested in learning the basic techniques so that I can make video art and later establish a 

video studio in the psychiatric centre in Switzerland, I ask the principal if I might enrol in the video 

classes. He spontaneously suggests that I design an art project to be produced in cooperation with 

the art class. Learning by doing. He would also like me to speak to a class of highly gifted students 

about my life and work as a European artist. What openness and generosity he shows! And what 

readiness to seize an opportunity. Of course, I say yes. Several people agree to bring their expertise to 

the project: the art and television instructor, Dr. Alan Soffin; the music teacher, Ennis Granden; the 

head of the Media Department, Robert Seider; art historian Annemarie Compernolle; and Gottlieb. 

For a year we join forces with the students of the video class and prepare for the final half-day shoot 

that is to take place at the end of the experiment. 

 

Working with these American high school students is fun. I learn quite a lot about their outlooks, 

feelings, goals and values. The cooperation is uncomplicated and lively from the start. The teenagers 

readily accept my “foreign” way of doing things and concentrate on the essentials, even if they are 

sometimes hungry, or tired, or occasionally amused when linguistic misunderstandings lead to 

comical situations and end in explosions of laughter. 

 

  

Choreography for the two video cameras  

Poject: THE WORLD A SWINGING WEB 
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Two cameras film the scene according to a prescribed choreography. A third  cameraman 

simultaneously superimposes the images from the two cameras to produce a single picture on a third 

screen. We have thirty minutes of uninterrupted shooting and then the results are in the can. We all 

crowd around the third screen, watch the film and give free rein to our exhilaration at the surprising 

result and our relief after a period of considerable tension. There is no post-production whatsoever 

because I want to leave the organically flowing process intact. Panta rhei once more. 

 

The film is the core piece of the multimedia show. The numerous slides shot in the course of the year 

and during the video recording are projected on four screens, two on either side of the big screen in 

the middle, on which the video is playing. The slide images flow across the screens in a wavelike 

movement, showing a parallel process by other means. The multimedia show is quite stunning 

considering that this is our first experiment and we had no model or blueprint to follow. We see toes 

wriggling like worms, feet cramping and relaxing, arms rolling, hands touching, fingers gripping and 

scratching. 

 

The faces of the four participants are deliberately undisclosed until the very end. This heightens the 

tension of the interactional process and forces the viewer to focus on things and parts of the body 

that are generally overlooked. The topics discussed revolve around the students’ dreams for the 

future, courtship, sex, pregnancy, abortion and child-rearing. These are obviously the main concerns 

of people of their age: puberty is, after all, one of the most important and often most turbulent 

periods in life, when a person has to come to grips with bodily changes and new roles in the 

interpersonal and public sphere. At one point in the discussion the three adolescents get into a tense 

argument about how to deal with unwanted pregnancies. Not until later do we learn that, at the 

time of the final shoot, one of the girls was two months pregnant without knowing it! I consider the first 

five minutes of the video in particular to be very close to the results I have been hoping for. They are 

poetic, beautiful, fascinating and intriguing; a ballet of graceful movements, a slowly unfolding 

dance to the rhythms of a soundless music; the fusion of verbal, para-verbal and non-verbal signals 

into a dance and music called human life and interpersonal communication. 

 

The participants are there when the multimedia show is presented at the Walnut Theatre in 

Philadelphia, which specializes in video art and video performances. Dr. Soffin, Gottlieb and I give 

the audience a short introduction into the idea behind the project. Then it is time for the show, which 

the audience watches and listens to attentively. The Q&A that follows is very lively. All of us are 

exhausted and happy. 

The following spring Gottlieb and I present the show at the University of Columbus, Ohio. 
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Multi-media-show destroyed 

In 1994 there were massive floods in the region of Switzerland in which we now live. They destroyed a 

great deal of land, large parts of the town and all the slides and computer equipment connected 

with the show, which were stored in our cellar. They also destroyed many of my drawings and 

paintings. Panta rhei. Life is relentless change; it is continually in flux.  

There may still be a copy of the multimedia show at Wissahickon High School, unless they’ve had a 

clear-out of their archives. Today, after a quarter of a century, I wonder what has become of the 

students who were so promising and full of zest for life – Herbert Donald, Cheryl Gitomer, Michel 

Gschwend, Waugh Neal, Kelly North, Donna James and Steve Vlam. And what has become of their 

teachers? I retain fond memories of them all. 

 


